sEquEncE Ending in tidEs

The eggs you would never make for yourself So you make them for someone else Which is no refusal at all You cannot wrap
your hands around a thing that will not have you Who wants that To have a refusal

*

Transparency is not about the desert and sometimes not about the ocean When is the ocean in the kitchen when you are
making eggs Only in your head The ocean is not always the ocean Sometimes the ocean is about more than you

32

Forget about any of these things not part of you in any way Today or tomorrow You will come back to a smell and forget
things not in your hands Onions Parsley Butter cooking you remember also as only one thing

*

Without speaking of your childhood Which is the same as anyone else’s Not so much remembered as tacked down Without
your childhood you wanted nothing from the way you wake up in the morning the same way everyday A childhood would
not want everyday like this

33

road Chickens with pigs A barn so he couldn’t breathe at all

*

cupboard Someone might say no one needs to know this so This stays blank Who we are means so much more now When I
am telling And you are listening easily Out of habit The way you would look for salt on the shelf

*

You think of a man selling vacuums from a binder with pictures in cellophane the way you remember also cigarette smoke
While cooking Reaching for salt and then pepper The ocean wants none of this trying to hold on

34

An island with a name you can’t remember You tell people about the island As though it’s not true

*

You always return to the same L-shaped room The same and you love this As anyone could The sound outside the door day
and night
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